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Calibrating the End Limit Switches

The End Limit Switches usually do not have to be adjusted or calibrated if the Door was working
properly.

Each door has it’s desired travel distance, which varies from door to door and is often subject to
environmental condition. It becomes therefor necessary to allow the end user to adjust his/her door 
for maximum performance.

However, we recommend adjusting / calibrating the Switches after:

- removal and re-installation of the End Limit Switch Box 
- Adjustment of the Belt Tensioner 
- removal and re-installation of the Motor and Gearbox
- replacement of the belt
- after derailment of the door from it’s track
- after the door was disconnected from it’s belt attachment
- Change in Open or Closing Speed on the Variable Frequency Drive
- Change in acceleration / deceleration time on the Variable Frequency Drive
- Change in Break or DC-Injection settings on the Variable Frequency Drive

The two main components of the End Limit Switch:

CAM DISC, black, long Dwell

Contact Block (Switch Block)

Terminal A: Normally Closed
Terminal B: Normally Open
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Theory of operation

Each door has two absolute end points:
A fully closed position
E fully open position

The two set points B and D for the limit switches are usually set slightly before the door actually reaches these absolute
points A and E. 
How far these two set-points B and D are from the absolute position A and E depends upon the travel speed of the door
and the incorporated breaking system. The Closing Speed is usually set at ½ of the Opening Speed. 
Therm-L-Tec Doors utilizes a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) which offer various breaking patterns:

- Coast (No Break - Door will coast to a stop)
- Resistive Break - Energy from Door will be converted into heat 

(requires extra Resistor-pack)
- DC Injection Breaking - a variable DC Voltage is injected for a selectable time, usually less then 1

second, into the 3 Phase Motor across two legs. This will lock the Rotor of the Motor fairly quickly.
- a step down speed Switch C to reduce inertia and reduce the break requirements to come to a complete

stop. This option also allows for a greater Opening Speed and a reduced acceleration time combined
with a higher over-torquing of the Motor.

Typical Time/Travel/Distance chart for a door with 3 Limit Switches:

Total Door Travel Distance: Point A to Point E
Door breaking distance “Closing”: Point B to Point A
Door breaking distance “Open”: Point C to Point E

The Close Limit Switch and the Open Limit Switch have to be adjusted to make contact at points “B” for

Close and point “D” for Open. This distance “A” to “B” and “D” to “E” equates to app. 1/32 to 1/8 of a turn of

the cam disc or app 2" to 8" in actual door travel.

Speed Switch “C” should be adjusted so the cam disc depresses the Switch app 12" to 15" from point “E”.

Switch High to Low Transition for a Normally Closed Switch (Switch Opens)

Switch Low to High Transition for a Normally Open Switch (Switch Closes)
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Adjusting the Switch Actuator Cam Disc:

CC      Closing Cam Disk
CO      Opening Cam Disc
SSC    Set Screw Close
SSO    Set Screw Open

  

1) The direction of each Cam Disc needs
to be determined. Have someone assist you by
opening and closing the door manually. 
Observe the rotation of Disc “CO” when opening
the door and “CC” when closing the door.
This is the direction of how the Cam will push the
actuator on the switch block down. Mark the
direction on the metal baseplate with a marker so it
is easier to remember later on.

2) Loosen Set Screw SSC and SSO slightly.

3) Position the Door in the “fully close position”

4) Rotate the CC Disc in the direction as previously
marked until you can feel the switch being actuated.

5) Now rotate the disc in the opposite direction.
Depending on the size of the door you have you
need to turn the Disc about 1/32 to 1/16 turn in the
opposite direction. This will move your trigger
point to shut off the VFD about 2" to 5" into the
travel of the door.

6) Position the Door now in the “fully open
position”

7) Repeat the above steps 4 to 6 with the CO Disc.
However, because of the much higher opening
speed you may need to turn the Disc 1/16 to 1/4 or
more in the opposite direction of the open rotation.

8) After final inspection and restoring power to the
door, you will need to fine tune each trigger point
until the door operates exactly within the desired
positions. The exact correlation between endpoint
and trigger point are fully explained in detail on the
next Page “Theory of operation”.

9) Tighten both Set Screws SSC and SSO 

10) Don’t operate the Door without tighten the 
Set Screws first! Otherwise they may slip and
adjusting them properly will be next to impossible!

Adjusting the trigger points is a precise and
somewhat time consuming process which requires
some patients and persistence. However, as more
accurate this setup is done as better are the Door
operation and the Door will be trouble free for
quite some time to come.
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